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Moderated by
University of Tartu
Hans Hõrak, Olena Nedozhogina

This Factsheet summarizes the inputs and
opinions shared through HubIT’s forum
platform at www.hubit-project.eu/forum
on September 2019

Introduction to the topic:

Daily users by
generation:

Kicking off with
social media
facts:

Millennials

90.4%

Gen x

77.5%

Baby
Boomers

Besides being a source of entertainment,
social media is also the primary news
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informer for many, having an ever-growing
inﬂuence on all of us. With scandals involving
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Facebook users’ data privacy and political
targeting, fake news, criminal/offensive
content on YouTube and many others,
countries such as Germany, UK, Australia,
have tightened their legislation in addition to
previously enforced GDPR.

Average time spent
on social media per day:

Daily active social
media users:

3h

3.5 billion

Has this been enough?

Here’s what was
shared in our
Forum regarding:

01.
Privacy concerns
02.
Exploitation of users through
user-generated data
03.
Lack of control over harmful and/or
inappropriate content
04.
Fake news and voter targeting
05.
Mental health concerns

Privacy concerns
Views on this matter
Younger generations aren’t concerned about their online
privacy because they may not be aware of how what they post
can affect or be used against them in the future.

Education:
Raising awareness among youngsters on the
risks associated with using some platforms (e.g.
TikTok) or sharing private content, giving them
tools to perceive the possible consequences of
their behavior on social media. This tool to raise
awareness should be conducted regularly
so that younger generations can keep the
shared insights in mind at all times.

Artiﬁcial Intelligence:
AI tools could analyse the post (content, text, location, other
people's faces, private information mentioned, etc.) before it’s
published and score it according to a series of risks, informing
the user of what aspects of the publication are associated with
said risks. After being properly notiﬁed, the user could then
proceed to post or change the content, now being fully alert of
the threats.

Privacy by default
When creating a Facebook account, the default privacy setting
should be “only friends”. Many users share a hold of personal
information and photos not knowing that the content might
not be as private as they thought. It would be better if privacy
came ﬁrst: the users that wished for a more public proﬁle
should be the ones changing the settings.

Support from app
distribution platforms
Possible solution could be to assess the apps according to
their privacy settings (i.e. does it collect excessive data) and
add the scores to the apps' descriptions on GooglePlay and
AppStore.

Exploitation of users through
user-generated data
WHAT WAS ASKED

Should digital
footprints be erased
by default?
Food for thought
Digital platforms offer granular data about
their users to advertisers: not just
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demographics, but also user’s interests,
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conversations and interactions. This
information is then used to tailor ads
according to your online behavior,
potentiality leading you towards online
purchasing. How to teach users and give
them the tools to adopt defensive
interactions? How to limit the use of data by
digital platforms?

Lack of control over
harmful and/or
inappropriate content
u

The most concerning problems
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People can hide behind a fake proﬁle, taking advantage of
anonymity (i.e. on Reddit, 4chan). Even though we’ve seen
some comments being punished by courts (though ﬁnes) in
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some countries, this is far from being a common measure.
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When dealing with this issue we face some traction: How to
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make it not overstep the censorship line?
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What was suggested
Education should be the primary guide on ethical boundaries,
giving users the proper tools to evaluate what to share and
raising awareness on how that could damagingly impact the
ones accessing the content.

Fake news and
voter targeting
Facts shared
Facebook content is not subject to falsehood/defamation laws.
You can’t sue a certain ad on Facebook if it contains false
information, however in many countries you can do so with
other traditional media (e.g. newspapers, radio).

Good news
in Germany if someone reports a
post on Facebook it has to be taken
down, but ﬁnes are only applied
when the content is considered
harmful/criminal.

Bad news
The majority of fake
news is not considered
criminal.

What resulted from
the brainstorm

Regulation
in the UK, activists claim that social media
should be regulated as private property
is, in which case the owner has a “duty to
care” doing everything in their power to

Punishing
the source

eliminate any risks for the people living in a
certain building. As a “social place”, digital
platforms should take care of the users by
providing an algorithm that balances out the
content, and takes responsibility for what is

purposefully leading people

put under users’ social media roof.

to misconceptions should
be penalized.

Education
Filters

users should be
knowledgeable about the

there are plenty of initiatives

dubious content published

that detect fake news on the

on digital platforms and do

internet, verifying statements

their own research under the

against real facts, why not

motto “don’t believe

incorporate those mechanisms

everything you read”.

into social media?

What challenges does
this control encompass?
Communication tricks have developed at extreme
speed being able to get around “education”.

Will this cross the
censorship line?
Excessive policing may harm the
essence of social networks as a
fertile ﬁeld for dialogue.
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Mental health
concerns
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"Adolescents who spend more than 3 hours
per day using social media may be at
heightened risk for mental health problems,
particularly internalizing problems."
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Food for thought
Is the social media the root cause for mental
health problems, or a consequence of a lack
of social embeddedness? Does regulating
youngsters' social media use tackle the real
problem?

What are
we dealing with?

What can be done about it?

Comparison in regards to the

Let’s talk:

perfect picture people portrait on

this issue should be more present in the sphere of

social networks, personal attacks,

public discussion.

pressure to feel validated through
the number of likes or followers,

Let’s shift

being overwhelmed by the amount

towards authentic content that doesn’t make our lives

of negative information shared, etc.

feel inferior.
Let’s assume responsibility
for what we consume. Be mindful of the content that
is being presented to you, realize whether it’s
detrimental to you or not, and act accordingly.

The conversation isn’t done
you can still join the discussion HERE and leave
your thoughts.

Some interesting reads
mentioned by the participants:
Social media: How do other governments regulate it?
(BBC News)

Regulating social media: Governments considering options
(CBC News)

China to expand controversial Social Credit System to 33
million companies ahead of 2020
(ABC News)

Supreme Court Deﬁnitively Acquits LSNS MP Mizik of
Extremism Charges
(NewsNow)

Facebook brieﬂy blocks Netanyahu chatbot on election day
(Reuters)
Detoxifying social media would be easier than you
might think
(The Guardian)
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